Deadline for applications: April 6, 2016 @ 9:00 AM, or until filled

Following is a list of courses requiring Teaching Assistants. TAs/TMs must be available from the start of the semester and until final grades have been submitted. Priority will be given to qualified graduate students registered in the Department who have accumulated less than 25 Base Units (master’s students) and 40 Base Units (doctoral students). New graduate students should consult with their faculty advisors before submitting their applications.

Burnaby Campus

GEOG 215 Biogeography partial; labs

A full TAship (5.17 BUs) comprises 4 x 1 hr. tutorials, or 3 x 2 hr. labs or tutorials. TAs in Writing-Intensive (W) courses teach 2 x 2 hr. TUTs for 5.17 BUs (to compensate for the additional marking).

W = Writing Intensive Course
Q = Quantitative Course
B (Soc) = Breadth (Social Sciences) Course
B (Sci) = Breadth (Science) Course